Installation Instructions
Colorado/Canyon Module
2004-2012

Step 1: Remove the negative terminal from battery.

Step 2: The vehicle computer is located on the passenger side firewall behind the coolant reservoir and washer fluid tank. For photographic reasons the reservoir and tank have been removed, but the module can be installed without removing the tanks. (Photo 1). Pull up on the red straps securing the wiring harness connectors to the computer (Photo 2).

Step 3: Push down on black locking tab then lift up on the gray handle securing the connector to the computer to release the connectors (Photo 3). Remove all 3 connectors from the computer, then lift up on the two tabs at the top of the computer to remove the computer from the firewall (Photo 4).

Step 4: With the computer on a flat bench, press the module into the middle connector on the computer as shown (Photo 5). Push in the sliding lock to secure the module to the computer as shown (Photo 6).

Step 5: Reinstall the computer on the firewall and reattach the connectors to the computer. Be sure to lock the connectors in place with the gray connector handles and the red securing straps. Reconnect the battery cable, then start the vehicle and make sure the check engine light is not on and the vehicle is running normally. This completes installation. Please keep these instructions for future reference.
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